
Why the environment - & we who live in it -
need a new economics

Welcome!



Energy/
environment

Ethics

Economics

Common sense… since the 1700s



The presenting problem



The main cause of the problem



Where did all that CO2 come from?



And where did the CO2 go?



So how do you make money?

Society is a complex, energetic-economic system



And how do we live well...

… as cheap, abundant energy declines...

… and the world gets warmer?



Energy/
environment

Ethics

Economics

We need to revisit common sense

Economics as chrematistike, ‘money-making’



Energy/
environment

Economics

see Daly 1997; Daly & Cobb 1994

{ Final causes   (why?)

{ Material causes (what?)

{ Efficient causes  (how?)

Rediscovering joy in enough

Economics as oikonomia, ‘good housekeeping’

Ethics



What is the purpose of life?

Rediscovering joy in enough

Ethics

The chief end of human life
is to glorify God
and to enjoy him for ever.

Westminster Shorter 
Catechism, 1647





  How does it work?                

Plenty! is based on the model of a small 
group gathered informally around a table 
under the guidance of a facilitator - say in 

a coffee shop or a similar setting



  What’s it about?                 

The aim?
● to examine the usually 

unexamined assumption that 
endless economic growth is 
essential to human flourishing

● to begin to imagine other ways 
of living together well

Over the course of several meetings, group members begin to reflect on 
how our economy works, and on how it impacts on us as people.  



Anyone!

  

Anyone who wants to look under the bonnet of ordinary life, to 
understand something of what makes it tick, and begin to think 

about how it could be better.  

  Who’s it for?                      



  What topics get covered?   

Can I have my life back?  
● looking at some presenting problems, e.g. income insecurity, growing 

inequalities, housing, the nature of work, debt

Why do we need all this stuff?  
● looking at the economics, psychology, sociology and theology of 

consumerism

What’s your best price?  
● looking at the nature of value and at the meaning of justice in economic 

exchanges

How much is enough?  
● looking at the holy grail of economic growth – why it’s so essential to the 

current economy, its environmental/human costs, other measures of 
well-being, the nature of money

Where next?  
● an opportunity to reinforce and reflect on the main learning points of 

previous sessions, and to discuss possible future actions



   What’s in each session?      

● Topic card round – introduces the session topic with a provocative story 
or quotation

● Info card round – group members share some key snippets of 
information relating to the session topic

● Case Study card round – examples of how some of the issues arising 
from the session topic are already being tackled

● Reflection round – an opportunity for group members to think about 
what’s been learned during the session and to note any particular 
learning points to return to in the final session

Each 90-minute session is 
divided up into timed 
sections or rounds.  

Each round involves dealing 
out a set of cards and 
reflecting together on their 
contents:



Session 2:

Why do we need all this stuff?

What’s your most prized possession?  Why?

Introduce yourself to your neighbour
- your name, & where you’re from

- then share your answers to these questions with him/her.

Then go around the group and say your name.



Session 2:

Why do we need all this stuff?

Info Card Round



Session 2:

Why do we need all this stuff?

Case Study Card Round







Session 2:

Why do we need all this stuff?

Reflection Card Round





https://joyinenough.org/
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